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Abstract

The decision that students have to make on which masters courses to enrol is decisive: this
choice may have a direct impact on their academic and personal goals and may constrain their future
professional area. A bad choice of courses may demotivate a student, which can cause the student to
drop out or to not take advantage of the totality of his skills. However, usually no support is offered
to contest this problem. It is crucial that understanding over students particularities is acknowledged,
so as to recommend courses that besides interesting, are also adequate to their capabilities. The use
of recommendation systems to suggest items to users has well-known success in several domains, as
in e-commerce and movies recommendation. Some of the most successful recommendation techniques
are singular value decomposition (SVD) and collaborative filtering. In this work, we propose the
combination of these two techniques, along with as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) classifiers, so as to
capture the hidden factors that explain courses marks. With this knowledge, we aim to predict
students masters courses marks, in order to be able to recommend the masters courses that are
more adequate for their skills. Through ASAP classifiers is possible to anticipate the recommen-
dation, requiring less data from the target student. Our results show that our approach to predict
the masters courses marks has potential to serve as a starting point for the recommendation production.

Keywords: Recommendation Systems, Singular Value Decomposition, Educational Data Min-
ing, Course Recommendation, Classification

1. Introduction

After bachelor, many students strive to select the
masters courses that are most likely to meet their
interests and skills. Although this decision may
have a strong impact on students motivation and
future achievements, usually no support is offered to
help them on this decision. A bad choice of courses
may cause demotivation, which can result in a stu-
dent to drop out or to not take advantage of the full-
ness of his skills. Hence, it is urgent that students
are given the so much needed support to help them
to select the best set of master courses, according
their skills and interests, which will keep them mo-
tivated and with a clear path to achieve their goals.
Educational Data Mining is concerned on develop-
ing methods that use several types of data origi-
nated from educational contexts aiming to improve
the learning process. Although several interesting
results have been achieved on student modeling and
performance prediction, when it comes to recom-
mend courses we are not able to find a lot of di-

versity on the existing solutions [13]. However, the
good results that recommendation systems have on
other areas are acclaimed [10] and, despite some
few approaches, their (natural) application to this
problem is roughly explored. The fact is that this
problem is suitable to be seen as a recommendation
problem: we can easily define the object of recom-
mendation (courses), our users (students), and the
most important, we should be able to get a lot of
heterogeneous data to explore using recommenda-
tion techniques, so as to produce our recommenda-
tions.

Current solutions on education have a tendency
to recommend courses based on their contents or
potential interest to the students, not considering
how those courses can affect the students over-
all academic performance [6][12][17]. Other solu-
tions demand too much participation by the stu-
dents [5][14][19]. Therefore, we propose the cre-
ation of a system that, given a student’s bache-
lor results, automatically recommends the master
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courses that are more adequate to the student’s
skills. To achieve it, we propose to combine two suc-
cessful recommendation techniques: singular value
decomposition (SVD) and user-based collaborative
filtering (UB-CF), so as to explore historical stu-
dents bachelor and master results towards the pre-
diction of master courses marks. This follows our
belief that we will be able to produce good master
courses recommendations if our predictions unveil
themselves accurate. We also will show how to use
ASAP classifiers [2] so as to complete profiles of stu-
dents whose bachelor data is not totally available.
This allows to anticipate recommendation, as well
as to recommend courses to students that for any
reason have completed only a subset of the bachelor
courses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
section 2, we introduce some important concepts
and techniques in the area of recommendation sys-
tems, approaching both singular value decomposi-
tion and user-based collaborative filtering. We also
overview existing literature about courses recom-
mendation and the systems that address it. We
then present our proposal in section 3, explaining
how we perform recommendations in the educa-
tional context using SVD and UB-CF, taking into
account how will the courses recommendation suit
students skills. In section 4, we propose the combi-
nation of ASAP classifiers to our recommendation
process. The paper ends with the evaluation of our
recommendations on section 5.

2. Background
Recommendation Systems have become an impor-
tant multidisciplinary research field in the mid-
1990’s, and many people have exhaustively ded-
icated large amounts of time and effort to the
problem of recommending items from some fixed
databases. A recommendation system on a com-
mon formulation can be seen as a set of tools and
techniques used with the goal of providing sugges-
tions of items to individuals who lack sufficient com-
petence to evaluate the potentially overwhelming
number of alternative items available. They have
grown to become fundamental applications in elec-
tronic commerce (Amazon [10]), information access,
entertainment (Netflix [9]) and various types of ser-
vices, providing suggestions that effectively prune
large information spaces so that users are directed
to those items that best meet their needs and pref-
erences.

The majority of recommendation systems are
based on Collaborative Filtering (CF). In pure CF,
one identifies users whose tastes are similar to those
of the target user and recommends items they have
liked, never doing any analysis over the items at
all. For this reason it is said that it uses the com-
mon principle of word of mouth [3]. By using other

users recommendations, it is possible to deal with
any kind of content and receive items with dissim-
ilar content to those seen in the past. Since other
users’ feedback influences what is recommended,
there is the potential to maintain effective perfor-
mance given fewer ratings from any target user.
However, this approach is not ridden of problems: a
user profile for a new user will only be valid after he
have done some ratings, in order to enable the iden-
tification of the most similar users to the new user.
Other weakness is that if a new item appears in the
database there is no way it can be recommended to
a user until more information about it is obtained
through another user either rating it or specifying
which other items it is similar to. If the number of
users is small, relative to the volume of information
in the system, then there is a danger of the coverage
of ratings becoming very sparse. Another problem
is that it will create poor recommendations for a
user whose tastes are not according to the majority
of the population. Usually, these kinds of systems
make use of a users-items matrix R - the ratings
matrix - where Rij stands for the rating that user i
gave to item j.

Moreover, collaborative filtering techniques can
be split in two categories: user-based and item-
based. User-based systems employ techniques to
find a set of neighbors that are the most similar
users to the target user. As soon as the neighbors
are defined, the system combines the preferences
of neighbors to produce a prediction for the active
user. These methods are popular due to their sim-
plicity, interpretability and ability to produce accu-
rate recommendations. But there are several disad-
vantages also: they depend on human ratings and
their performance is poor when there is too much
data sparsity, since it prevents the scalability of the
solution. Item-based techniques first analyze the
user- item matrix to identify relationships between
different items, and then use the relations to indi-
rectly compute recommendations for users. Despite
the fact that these techniques handle the sparsity
better than the user-based ones, they also require
an expensive model construction [15][1]. After the
Netflix challenge [7], there was a huge trend to use
the so-called latent factor models, aiming to reveal
the hidden latent features that somehow explain the
observed ratings. One of the most applied tech-
niques with these models is a matrix factorization
technique - singular value decomposition - due to
its accuracy and scalability. This technique factors
the m× n ratings matrix R, into three matrices as
in equation ( 1 ),

R = UΣV ′ (1)

where U and V are two orthogonal matrices of
size m ×m and n × n respectively. Matrix Σ is a
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r × r diagonal matrix whose values σi are the so-
called singular values of this decomposition. These
values are stored in decreasing order of their mag-
nitude. We can discover several applications of in-
terest by using SVD in a particular way: if we trun-
cate Σ so that we only retain the k largest singular
values, so as to yield Σk, and then reduce both U
and V accordingly, the obtained result is a k-rank
approximation Rk = UkΣkV

′
k of matrix R. This de-

composition can be interpreted as an expression of
the feature (also referred to as ’topic’) preference-
relevance model. This way, the |U | × k rows of ma-
trix U can be seen as the users’ interest in each
of the k inferred hidden features (topics). Corre-
spondingly, the rows |I| × k of matrix V hold the
relevance of each of topics to each item. Regarding
matrix Σ, its singular values are the weights for the
preferences representing the impact that a certain
feature has on the users’ preferences described on
the original ratings matrix. With this, to obtain
a user’s preference on a certain item, we just have
to compute the weighted sum of the user’s interest
in each of the topics times that item’s relevance to
the topic. In fact, this corresponds to the weighted
dot product of the user i features vector Ui and the
item j features relevance vector Vj .

Nevertheless, SVD is not known for dealing well
with sparse matrices, where there are a lot of miss-
ing values [?]. Hence, as in usual recommendation
problems there exists a lot of sparsity on the rat-
ings matrices, some care must be taken in how to
overcome this problem. Initially, some proposals
tried to fill in the unknown values with normalized
averages, but this is highly prone to overfitting[?].
A solution to this sparsity problem was found dur-
ing the Netflix challenge, whose goal was to predict
the ratings users would give to movies. To pre-
dict each rating, Simon Funk [7] proposed to use
a stochastic gradient descent algorithm in order to
compute the best rank-k matrix approximation us-
ing only the known ratings of the ratings matrix R.
This process follows the same idea as the one used
on training neural networks. With the error in a
prediction of user i to movie j being (Rij - Rkij

),
Funk’s approach takes the derivative of the square
of the error with respect to Uik and then with re-
spect to Vjk. Since R is constant, and Rk ≈ U×V ′,
the updates for the U and V then become (2) and
(3), respectively:

∆Uu,f = λ((Ru,i − Pu,i)Vi,f − γUu,f ) (2)

∆Vi,f = λ((Ru,i − Pu,i)Uu,f − γVi,f ) (3)

In summary, the final solution of this learning
problem is the combination of feature weights on
both U and V such that the error in the approxima-
tion Rk is minimized. This solution is determined

iteratively, as the gradient of the error function is
computed at each iteration step. You should note
that all features vectors have to be initialized with
some values. Funk’s basic approach is to fill in the
values with the global rating average with some ran-
dom noise introduced.

2.1 Courses Recommendation

One of the most challenging problems faced by
university students is to correctly choose which aca-
demic path to take, based on the available informa-
tion. Thus, students need counseling on making
adequate choices to complete their academic de-
grees with success. In the last years, course rec-
ommendation systems have been suggested as the
tool that should be able to provide the guidance
students need.

AACORN [14] is a case-based reasoning system
that recommends courses to graduate students. The
case-based reasoning component first retrieves the
most similar student histories for the given inquiry.
So, it requires a partial history of the courses fol-
lowed by a student before it can provide useful rec-
ommendations. In order to determine the simi-
larities between course histories, the system uses
the edit distance metric. AACORN adapts a so-
lution by building a list of courses found in the re-
trieved histories but not found in the target student
data. Finally, it ranks the courses in the following
way: each time a course appears in one of the re-
trieved students’ history it counts as one vote, and
these votes are weighted according to the distance
of the retrieved student history to the target stu-
dent (the less distant, the more the weight). Hence,
the courses are ranked according to their total vote
weight. In 2011, Unelsrød [17] developed a recom-
mendation system for course selection in higher ed-
ucation. The system has a component that uses
a specialized user-based CF: it weights each user,
based on their chosen major degree and whether or
not the two users compared are friends. His ex-
pectations over the importance of the users friends
were dashed, but there were improvements on the
accuracy of the recommendations when focusing
on users with common major degree. The system
also has a content-based component that uses the
courses features that a student has shown interest,
in order to find the courses that suit best his pref-
erences. Vialardi et al. [18] presented a decision
tree based recommendation system with the goal of
creating awareness of the difficulty and amount of
workload entailed by a chosen set of courses. They
based their research on the generation of two do-
main variables: the student’s potential that is cal-
culated for each course and represented as the av-
erage of the grades a student has obtained in the
pre- requisites of that course; and courses’ difficulty
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represented by the average of the grades obtained
by students in the course. Lastly, during enrollment
students choose a set of courses and the system fore-
casts if they will pass or fail each of the courses using
the C4.5 algorithm.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no proposal
to use SVD along with User-Based CF in courses
recommendation, and so we present one in the next
section.

3. Masters Courses Recommendation using
SVD and UB-CF

Our proposal is to apply a user-based approach to
select the most similar historical students (neigh-
bors) to a target student (considering their bach-
elor achievements) and then use those neighbors’
bachelor and masters results to construct a new
dimensional space using SVD. Afterwards, we use
this new dimensional space to estimate initial marks
for all masters courses. In the end, we perform a
weighted average with the information of these esti-
mated marks, so as to produce our final marks pre-
diction, and then be able to recommend the master
courses. One can see the flow of this process in fig-
ure 1. We will now describe the methodology taken
to build the system and produce recommendations.

Phase A. Pre-Recommendation

Construct the students-courses 
matrix

A.1

Phase B. Recommendation

Construct the 
student profile

B.1
Produce the 
neighborhood SVD

B.3
Identify the student 
neighbors

B.2

Create the SVD 
marks matrix

B.4
Predict the 
student’s masters 
courses marks

B.5
Recommend 
the master 
courses

B.6

Figure 1: Main steps of our recommendation pro-
cess

Phase A: Pre-Recommendation Before we
can start to recommend courses to students, we
have to parse students’ results data into a structure
that both collaborative filtering and singular value
decomposition can explore. In our case, we will have
to start from an historical record of triplets in the
form of <Student, Course, Mark >.

As seen in section 2, the majority of the recom-
mendation techniques makes use of a matrix R, that
in general represents knowledge over the rating that
a user gave to an item. Since we are trying to rec-
ommend courses that are adequate to the student’s

skills, we believe that representing a student as a
vector of his marks is the starting point to cap-
ture his ability on different courses. Hence, our
proposal is a novel mapping where we can look to
the mark obtained by a student in a course as the
usual rating in recommendation systems. More pre-
cisely, matrix R will have students represented on
rows and courses on columns, and each entry Rij

will be filled with the grades obtained by the ith

student on the jth course. In cases that there are
missing values, that is, in the courses where the
student did not enroll, we will represent the grade
with the 0 value. This is a natural mapping, as we
also want to recommend the items (courses) with
predicted better ratings (marks). Additionally, we
have the constraint of recommending only a subset
of the items (the masters courses). From now on,
we will illustrate some steps with a small example,
so that we can better understand how the process
unwinds. In figure 2, one can see that we have some
historical students’ results and how we structured
this information in the students-courses matrix R.
This matrix holds knowledge over 6 different stu-
dents, 5 bachelor courses and 4 master courses. In
this small example the marks scale for each course
goes from 1 to 5.

Caption:
NA - Numerical Analysis        AI - Artificial Intelligence      DS - Distributed Systems    
SE - Software Engineering  OOP - Object Oriented Programming      DP - Distributed Platforms
DSS - Decision Support Systems  MC - Mobile Computing                           IM - Information Management

Figure 2: Example of a marks matrix R

Phase B: Recommendation In this phase we
already have our students-courses matrix built, and
we are ready to receive a request of any student
wanting to know which are the best master courses
for him to attend. We will now describe which are
the followed steps when a student asks for a recom-
mendation:

1. Construct the student’s profile. As a stu-
dent requests a recommendation from our system,
the first thing we must do is to encapsulate knowl-
edge over the student on an appropriate representa-
tion. Since we already implicitly defined a student
representation as a vector of the student’s marks,
as it was seen on the construction of the students-
courses matrix, it seems natural to use the same
representation to the student being recommended.
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This way, we can use the same kind of student pro-
file all along the recommendation process, and en-
able easy similarity computation between different
students in the following steps. We will also keep
the same rules, as above, on how to fill in the val-
ues of the student’s vector. Therefore, each position
will hold the mark achieved by the student on the
corresponding course, or 0 if the student have not
enrolled on that same course.

2. Identify the student’s neighbors In this
step the goal is to identify the set of k neighbors of
the student being recommended, considering only
bachelor marks. This idea follows our belief that
the more two students have similar marks on bach-
elor, the more will their masters marks be similar.
The goal of this identification, is that later on the
process, we can use knowledge over these neighbors’
masters marks to produce the recommendations to
the target student. For finding the k nearest neigh-
bors to the student being recommended, we have
to measure the similarity between this student and
all those historical students. To do this, we will
consider the bachelor courses marks, i.e, the values
of the first n positions of the vector of each stu-
dent, with n being the number of bachelor courses.
The distance metric used to calculate the similar-
ity value between two students will be the Pearson
Correlation (see equation 4). This metric is com-
monly used in recommendation problems, as it has
already shown to achieve good results when used to
define the user’s neighboorhod. In our approach,
this metric can be seen in (4) :

wa,u =
∑

i∈I(ga,i−ḡa)(gu,i−ḡu)√∑
i∈I(ga,i−ḡa)2

√∑
i∈I(gu,i−ḡu)2

(4)

where I is the set of bachelor courses attended
by both students, gu,i is the mark that student u
obtained on bachelor course i, and ḡu is the average
bachelor mark obtained by student u. This metric
only uses the courses that both students have at-
tended. Its values will range between 1 and -1, and
higher values represent higher similarity between
two students. Although Pearson correlation would
suffer from computing high similarity between stu-
dents with few attended courses in common, in our
specific case that will not happen. This is due to
the fact that all students being compared will have
enrolled on the exact same set of bachelor courses.

In our example, with the number of neighbors to
select set to 3, we would have to first compute the
similarity of each historical student on matrixR to a
hypothetical target student, considering their bach-
elor marks, and then select the three most similar
neighbors. In fact, one can look up on a possible
result on figure 3 and verify that the most similar
neighbors are Michael, Matt and Eric, respectively.

Figure 3: Neighbors identification after similarity
calculation

3. Create the neighborhood students and
courses features space It is in this step where
SVD is used on top of the user-based approach. To
do it, we start by applying Funk’s SVD using the
bachelor and master marks for all the found neigh-
bors. We go on to construct the U and V Funk’ ma-
trices that correspond the students’ features space
and the courses features space. The first matrix U is
a k×f , where k is the number of neighbors and f is
the number of hidden features that we want to con-
sider. The second one, matrix V , holds the courses
features weights and is a (n + m) × f , where n is
the number of bachelor courses, m is the number of
master courses and f is once again the number of
features that we want to consider. Note that f has
always the same value for the two matrices. These
two matrices are then initialized with the global
mark average on matrix R and then the gradient
descent process learns the values (marks) within a
predefined number of iterations, trying to minimize
the error between the predicted and original marks.

In this step, when producing these dimensional
spaces in our example, we set the number of hidden
features to two (we choose this value to ease the task
of visualizing the data). In figure 4, one can see the
resulting students’ features space and courses fea-
tures space. These resulting matrices hold the rela-
tion that both students and courses have with each
of the hidden discovered features, and the product
between the two constitutes a 2-rank approximation
of the original matrix R.

4. Create the SVD marks matrix In this
step, we will use the recently created students’ and
courses features spaces to create a new matrix M
that holds a mark for each neighbor student-course
pair. This new matrix M corresponds to the ap-
proximation of the original matrix created by the
appliance of the gradient-descent SVD on the pre-
vious step. In this matrix, each of its entries will
hold a relation between a neighbor student and a
course, more precisely on how they are related to
each one of the discovered hidden features. In fact,
this relation is materialized into a mark value, that
corresponds to the dot product between a student’s
and a course’s features weights. This way, to pro-
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Figure 4: Resultant matrices of the application of
SVD in the neighbors’ space

duce the computation of a Mij value on this matrix
it is used (5):

Mi,j = Ui · Vj (5)

This approximation has the advantage of having
no sparsity, which is good to produce predictions
with higher quality. Since it also uses the hidden
features that have more weight to the explanation
of the marks distribution, this approximation will
also reduce unwanted noise and capture the most
weighting factors. This way, we will have a com-
plete matrix with all the estimated marks for the
selected neighbors. We can see a specific scenario of
the construction of this SVD marks matrix follow-
ing our example. For instance, if we want to know
which is Matt’s mark on the DP course we have to
compute the dot-product between SMatt and VDP

(see figure 4). Hence, the mark value would be
1.465 × 1.317 + 1.444 × 1.309 ≈ 3, 82. One can see
the totality of the SVD marks matrix computed for
our example in figure 5.

Figure 5: Matrix with marks obtained by SVD pre-
diction

5. Predict the student’s master courses
marks Now, we have a new matrix M , with less

noise, no sparsity and that encloses the relations be-
tween the marks obtained. This seems a good sce-
nario, as this matrix holds a lot of knowledge over
marks that we can explore to predict the master
marks for our student. Our suggestion is to predict
a student u mark on course i using a weighted aver-
age of the marks on course i present on matrix M ,
using the Pearson Correlation as the weight:

pu,i = M̄u +
∑

u′∈K PearsonCorrelation(u,u′)(Mu′,i−M̄u′ )∑
u′∈K |PearsonCorrelation(u,u′)|

(6)

Subtracting the students’ average mark Mu′ com-
pensates for differences in students’ marks obtained,
as some students will tend to have higher marks
than others. In sum, in this step, we apply the ex-
pression above for each one of the existing master
courses.

6. Recommend master courses Finally, and
since we have predicted all the master courses marks
for the student being recommended, we can ap-
proach on which will be the chosen set of courses
that we will recommend. On this step, we argue
that if our previous steps are able to produce accu-
rate predictions, than the recommendation can be
really simple. For instance, if N is the number of
master courses to recommend, we can simply opt for
a Top N approach, and recommend the N master
courses with the best predicted marks.

4. Completing Students Profiles Prior to
Recommendations

Now that we presented our proposal in how to rec-
ommend courses with value to students we want to
step onto another problem: recommending courses
when the data over the student being recommended
is not fully observable. We will approach this prob-
lem using ASAP classifiers [2].

These classifiers take a different look to what is
usual in classification. In particular, if I is a set
of instances, A a set of attributes and C a set of
possible classes, an instance xi from I is described
by an ordered list of M attributes from A, and is
represented as xi = xi1xi2...ximci, where ci is the
instance class. Then, given I and number of at-
tributes n, such that n < m, classifying an instance
xi as soon as possible consists on finding the value
of ci, only considering the first n attributes, the ob-
servable ones.

Hence, our goal is to use these classifiers to in-
crementally estimate each missing bachelor mark.
This is, if s is a student instance with m attributes
that correspond to the bachelor marks, where only
the first n are known, then for each bachelor course
i, where i > n, we will estimate the si using s1,
s2, ... sn. This process goes on incrementally, with
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each mark estimation si being used on the predic-
tion of the mark si+1. This process only ends when
all s attributes are estimated. As this technique as-
sumes that there is an order between the attributes,
it is required that we define an order on the bach-
elor courses. Our idea is to order courses by year,
and for each year order them by semester, as tem-
poral order is the natural order seen in the aca-
demic process. However, we recognize that inside
each semesters we can explore several orders that
may hold different results, as the marks on course
X may be correlated to the marks on course Y ,
but the inverse situation does not hold. Hence, the
ideal scenario would be one where the order be-
tween the courses did not matter in the process.
One should also note that this approach is prone
to error propagation due the progressive bachelor
marks estimation. This is related to the fact that,
for instance, if we want to estimate the bachelor
marks xi and xi+1, we will first estimate xi with
the x...xi−1 observable marks, and then we will es-
timate xi+1 with the x...xi−1 observable marks and
with the estimated xi mark, that may hold an as-
sociated error (as usually the predictions are not
perfect).

5. Results

To be able to evaluate and corroborate our pro-
posal, we have collected and analysed real students’
results to use as a case study. The used dataset
was dran from a set of students enrolled in the aca-
demic program of Information Systems and Com-
puter Engineering at Instituto Superior Técnico,
Universidade de Lisboa, in Portugal. This pro-
gram is composed by a three years bachelor and
a two years masters. In this dataset we are able
to reach students’ results on 22 mandatory courses,
the bachelor courses, and around 60 optional mas-
ters courses. In this dataset, the grade scale for all
courses goes from 0 to 20, where 10 is the minimum
mark that a student must obtain to be approved on
any course. Our dataset contains around 25000 re-
sults collected from 550 students. In our view, our
recommendation problem can be decomposed into
two other problems: the prediction of the marks and
the production of recommendations. We will give
more focus on evaluatiing masters marks prediction
accuracy. The reason is that, we believe that, if
we achieve a low error on the predictions then we
are able to recommend courses with more certainty.
Though, we will also explore other aspects to eval-
uate our approach.

5.1 Masters Marks Prediction Analysis To
analyse how good is our approach in predicting stu-
dents’ masters marks, we have to use one of the
statistical accuracy metrics. These metrics aim

to compare the prediction value against the ac-
tual real-values for the customer-product pairs, i.e.
student-course pairs in our specific problem. Some
of the most used metrics are the Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
between the predicted and the real values. As re-
search experience shows that both metrics typically
track each other, we opted to use only one, in this
case the MAE, because it is the most commonly
used and easiest to interpret.

To begin our experiment we chose two base-
lines that are straight-forward and constitute good
points from where we can establish comparisons to
our prediction results:

• Course Average: This first baseline sets the
predicted grade of a student i on masters
course j as the average of the marks obtained
by the training students on course j.

• Student’s Bachelor Average: This second base-
line takes a similar approach but sets the pre-
dicted grade for a student i on course j as his
grade point average on bachelor.

To start our experiment, we began by building
the students-courses matrix with the training data
(70% of all students). We set the number of fea-
tures to 20 and the number of training steps of the
gradient descent to 25 (these were some values that
showed to achieve good results). We then ran the
recommendation process and predicted the master’s
courses marks for the test set using different num-
ber of neighbors. We would like to add that in our
approach, and for each chosen number of neighbors,
we ran the experiment five times and made an aver-
age of the achieved MAE, due to the random noise
present in the training of the gradient descent al-
gorithm. Then, we applied both the user-based ap-
proach and the two mentioned baselines, to predict
the test students marks on every masters course.

From analysis of the results presented in figure
6, we can see that the students bachelors average
approach is the one that presents the worst results,
achieving a MAE around 2.2. This may be con-
nected with the fact that the marks obtained on the
masters tend to be higher than the ones obtained
in the bachelor. Then, we can see that around the
1.9 of MAE, we have the course average baseline
approach.

Regarding our approach, we can establish a con-
nection between the error achieved and the number
of neighbors chosen. First, we can see that the error
is larger when the number of neighbors used is less
than 30. Hence, it is noticeable that our approach
suffers when using small neighborhoods. This may
be related with the unability of both the user-based
CF and gradient descent SVD to gather knowledge
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using a small amount of data. Our belief is that
the algorithm is adjusting too much to the created
model, since it has just a few historical students
to analyze, which results in the overfitting of the
model. Though, as we increase the number of used
neighbors, we can see that the error decreases, sta-
bilizing between 70 and 150 neighbors, where we
reach our optimal error. Finally, the error starts to
slowly increase as we reach the 300 neighbors (where
it is using almost all the training set as the neighbor-
hood). Nevertheless, our approach presents good
results agains any of the baselines. In the optimal
number of neighbors (150), our approach presents a
decrease of 32% on the error regarding the student’s
bachelor average, and 17% when comparing to the
courses average approach. At this time, we will put
our approach to a bigger test by comparing it one
of the most widely used recommendation technique:
user-based CF. By looking into figure 6, we can be
perceive that the user-based approach is worse than
our approach: if we compare the optimal number
of neighbors from both approaches, i.e the num-
ber of neighbors that hold the best results, we can
see that ours presents a better accuracy. In partic-
ular, our best accuracy prediction has an error 4%
smaller than the one achieved in the user-based CF.
Hence, we show that the recognized power of singu-
lar value decomposition still holds in this domain,
when applied on top of an user-based approach. It
is interesting that it can find a way to discover the
hidden factors that somehow explain the masters
marks distribution. We may conclude this, since
that with these comparisons we show that the pre-
dictions of the marks is more accurate in our SVD
marks matrix, than in a regular marks matrix of
a user-based approach. This means that we were
able to gain a small advantage by creating our pre-
dictions from an SVD-dimensional space.

Figure 6: MAE on masters marks for our approach,
the defined baselines and the user-based approach

We also compared our approach with a pure gra-
dient descent SVD. This comparison was done in
terms of the number of features, since it is the

most decisive parameter that is common to both
approaches. We should mention that we used the
configuration of parameters that gave the optimal
results on our approach. The results of this ex-
periment, shown in figure 7, indicate that our ap-
proach is the better choice. The fact that our ap-
proach achieves an 6% lower MAE than the pure
gradient-descent SVD approach points out that the
user-based component on our approach has a great
influence on the results.

Figure 7: MAE comparison between our approach
and a pure gradient descent SVD

5.2 Recommendation Analysis In this experi-
ment we verify how our recommendation might af-
fect students’ masters average. As we are doing
an offline evaluation of our system, using histori-
cal data, we will do this by calculating the average
grade of the courses recommended that the students
’followed’. Hence, we will only take into account the
courses grades where the course was one of the rec-
ommended by us for the testing student. To have a
comparison to our approach we used two baselines:

• Best Marks: Recommends the N masters
courses where students have higher marks.

• Most Popular : Recommends the N most fre-
quented courses in the training data.

From observation of table 1, we can see that the
average mark that students achieve with the rec-
ommendations of our approach is high, only be-
ing surpassed by our superior baseline Best Marks.
These results support our idea on the importance of
a small grade prediction error in order to produce
good quality recommendations.

Best Marks Most Popular UB w/ SVD
16,454 14,59 16,245

Table 1: Average mark on followed recommenda-
tions
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5.3 Student Modeling Analysis In this sec-
tion, we will evaluate our approach on how to solve
the problem of estimating the missing values on the
students’ bachelor information, so as to be able to
produce the best recommendations. Once again,
we will use MAE as our metric of evaluation. As
we aim to use ASAP classifiers to estimate missing
values on students bachelor profiles prior to recom-
mendation, our worst-case scenario is the one where
we have an incomplete student profile input to our
recommendation process. With this said, it is nat-
ural to consider this scenario as one of our base-
lines. This way, we set up three different scenar-
ios to have some initial insights. One is what we
consider the regular scenario, where we have the
complete target student data (from all three bach-
elor years). The other two are the ones where we
are missing the data since the student’s second and
third bachelor years, respectively. We defined other
inferior baseline that fills missing bachelor’s marks
with the average grade obtained by students on the
bachelor’s course where the value is missing. Our
”superior” baseline, which constitutes our goal, is
our proposed approach using the complete students’
profiles. The results in terms of prediction accuracy
for the baselines and our regular approach can be
seen in figures 8 and 9. How it was expected, it is
possible to see that the master’s marks prediction
accuracy increases with the amount of data used in
the students’ profiles. We can also see that filling
the missing values with the respective course aver-
age does not bring any particular benefit in student
profiling as the accuracy is inline with our inferior
baseline. With this, we can conclude that initializ-
ing the unknown marks with some näıve knowledge
is no good to contest the lack on information. In
fact, it may end in constituting a source of noise,
which results in not improving the accuracy.

Other conclusion reached is that ASAP estima-
tion is slightly more accurate than any baseline.
However, the results cannot achieve our superior
baseline that is the case where we have full data
over students bachelor marks. In the two presented
scenarios, the ASAP estimation is the one that
presents best results, but it still holds a consider-
able distance to our perfect scenario. This may be
due to the fact that these classifiers also have an
error associated to their estimations, carrying the
error of its estimations to our prediction process.

6. Conclusions

The urge to solve the problem of which masters
courses are most suitable to each student led us to
explore a set of recommendation techniques in order
to predict all the possible masters courses marks. In
particular, what we proposed was to use singular
value decomposition on top of a user-based collabo-

Figure 8: MAE variation of several approaches
starting from knowledge on the first year of stu-
dents bachelor

Figure 9: MAE variation of several approaches
starting from knowledge on the first and second
years of students bachelor

rative filtering approach. Hence, we have combined
successful recommendations techniques with a novel
mapping that looks to couses grades as the rating
of the item. We can state that our approach gives a
fresh look to course recommendation, since the his-
torical approaches tried to recommendations based
on the potential student interest on each course. We
believe that our results were interesting, achieving
a low MAE on the presented case study, and that
open paths for future research. We also have shown
an approach to try to estimate student data prior to
the recommendation process, when the knowledge
over the student is incomplete.

Despite our contribution in mapping a successful
combination of recommendation techniques to the
educational paradigm, we feel that we have only
gave the first step into a topic that can be deeply
explored. The marks that students achieve on their
masters are not only related with their past aca-
demic achievements. A student’s performance is
tied with motivation, interests, skills, working sta-
tus, evaluation methods, their school teachers and
staff, as well as any other kind of resources that
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help them during their masters. Our suggestion is
that future works try to relate these refered factors
to the achieved marks by the students.
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